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 A play on texture, imagination and color choice 
Dedicated to Robyn, Teresa, Beth, Taj, volunteer Art Panaro.
We at the clubhouse would like to thank these ladies and 

gentleman for all there hard work and dedication.

Photography by katelyn Feldman

Joke of the Month

How do aliens harvest
their crops?

With tractor beams.

What room will you never find in
a ghost’s house?

 
Answer: A living room.

https://www.woma
nsday.com/
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   Why? We chose transformation as a topic this issue: Is well it’s always around us. From the sun
 and moon alone can effect/affect us all. Add mercury in retrograde or just a shadow of mercury.      
These which effect each of us, as well as all, earths elements. Season too changing season balance is 
hopefully always the key in our lives.                                                                                                

      According to Oxford dictionary Transformation- A complete change in somebody/something. The 
way in which we work has undergone a complete change in somebody/something. The way in which 
we work has undergone a complete transformation in the past decade.  One must be careful and        
 be aware we as humans adapt to our environment. Really allowing myself to transform into a            
butterfly that leaves the cocoon.                                                                                                         
       Be careful not to stay a victim of your surroundings for to long. Just when I think I’ve mastered  
whatever situation is at hand, I have to evaluate myself check in with myself to affirm if, I am ready  
for the next level of progression or if there’s more work to be done. What comes to mind when I think 

of transformation ?  I think of a caterpillar makes a cocoon and they turn into butterflies.                        
      If not done right, it can and will effect/affect your well-being. I call this the cocoon affect/effect, 
the pupal stage. Remember when rebuilding, fix what you can, leave behind what may hinder your     
growth, make peace with it leave it be. For me transformation has been a very staggered path.          
Honestly! I can say I stayed in my cocoon affect stage longer than I should have.                               
      The narrow path I have chosen to walk is a road less traveled. It may not seem like it as many    

obstacles can and do occur. I have to remember where I have been to know where I don’t want to go. 
I had to unlearn a lot of unhealthy patterns to reprogram myself you can say. Think of it like this: each  
mistake doesn't define you.                                                                                                                     
       Like the mythological creature, the phoenix: Rise from thee ashes, each mistake is new take, the 
good with the bad. My new way of thinking: I must maintain dedication with a positive attitude of    
gratitude. How to adapt without becoming stuck why search for a temporary solution  when a          
permanent answer presents itself.                                                                                                      

      When a problem appears face it in a proper manner.  So it won’t appear in your present in a 
different person and if it does, you're ready for it. If you can not see what is presenting itself take a 

step away if you must. Working with the negative  turning it into a positive productive way. Be rid of     
anything negative, replace it with positive affirmations.                                                                        

Transformation By Daniel Maes Jr  
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TransformationLiterary Lowdown

 You have to
trust who you
are becoming.

You are not the
same person you
were a year ago.  

Allow yourself to
continue to grow

and glow. Your
strengths will

become greater,
your soul more
even beautiful. 



Transformation By Daniel Maes Jr  

       Life is, after all, what we make of it. We all know it takes time and effort to fly as it does 
to walk. If you haven’t given yourself time to turn into a butterfly that can fly. Allow your 
mind to be the powerful seed box it is. The mind is one of the only things not fully explored  

beside the ocean.                                                                                                                                
      It is astonishing what you can unleash when the mind is open and receptive. Allow choice 
for chance to change grow and rebuild your neurological pathways little by little. You might  
be surprised at the things that fall in and out of place. The strength and endurance one          

  gains when you take care of mind, body, spirit.                                                                               
       Maintaining healthy boundaries for yourself, there are endless possibilities of 

enlightenment for self and others. Use what works for you of course always do your best.      
Remember Rome wasn’t built in a day. Working on this daily is a obstacle don’t forget to miss

 out on the Here and Now in this process.                                                                                                     
         It will not get any easier as each challenge will test you more each time. Make peace               

with your past. It’s the past for a reason, Don’t forget it is a big role in your present and 
future. Learn from it as best as you can, I have found that if the past isn’t addressed properly.

 Well let’s just say, It has it’s way of finding me in a new person or place and thing.                           
  Be cautious, little by little, do what works for you long as it’s not harmful and more    

productive than destructive. Through so many ups and downs just as many turns crashes.      
That could have been prevented on so many levels. The will to maintain fortitude no matter    
how hard it gets.                                                                                                                      

As long, as I’m eating right, exercising my body, mind and spirit in moderation,    
  allowing myself to incline when need be as well as decline when needed. No more stinking        

thinking as they say realign myself when need be. Remember my breath is always my home  
base. Just because, I am where, I would like to be don’t mean it’s not gonna take work to stay 
here.                                                                                                                                        
       It is always gonna take more consistent chiseling, like I said before use what works for 

you. If your telling yourself it won’t work it’s probably not gonna work. The seeds you water  
watch and allow yourself to grow like a root. Remember your foundation is the key to your      
whole success use what’s working and cut out what is not so beneficial.                                   
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https://quotesgram.com/call-her-beautiful-quotes/
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FALL ACTIVITIES AT SKI SANTA FE
SEPTEMBER 17–OCTOBER 9, 2022, WEEKENDS

 The Santa Fe Travel Insider on Aug. 16, 2022

Saturdays and Sundays in September through
Balloon Fiesta week, Ski Santa Fe will run their

Super Chief Quad chair for scenic rides through
the aspens. Also enjoy live music, refreshments,
including a beer garden, on the lodge deck, disc
golf, and activities for the whole family. Visit Ski
Santa Fe to learn more. (And season passes go

on sale for the 2022–2023 ski season on
September 1!)

CLOUDTOP COMEDY FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 15–17, 2022

It's back and it's funnier and more inclusive
than ever! It's Santa Fe’s CloudTop Comedy
Festival and you’ll be laughing your #%& off
with more than 50 comedians from across

the country, including headliners with HBO and
Netflix specials, plus rising stars and talented
locals. You know laughter is the best medicine,
so don't wait to get your tickets—choose from
20 different shows presented at six different
Santa Fe Railyard venues for a hoot of a time.

2
OCT
New

Mexico
Residen
t Free
Sunday

Sun, Oct 2, 10 AM – 5 PM
In 20 Days

Museum of International Folk Art
On Museum Hill, 706 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe, NM
About the Museum of International Folk Art:

http://www.internationalfolkart.org 706 Camino
Lejo, on Museum Hill in Santa Fe, NM 87505.
(505) 476-1200. Founded in 1953 by Florence

Dibell Bartlett...

28
OCT
Día de

Muertos

Fri, Oct 28 – Sat, Oct 29
Santa Fe Plaza

63 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe, NM
Santa Fe has a new holiday with old roots!

Commemorate the iconic Día de Muertos tradition of
Mexico in a free two-day Day of the Dead celebration

on the historic Santa Fe Plaza. Enjoy colorful...

Yesterissue
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SUDOKU
There are nine squares of nine squares. Each square
contain numbers 1-9. Each row contains numbers 1-9.
Each column contains numbers 1-9. There cannot be a
duplicate number on any row or column

Transformation

 Astronomy

 
ANDROMEDA GALAXY

APOGEE
ASTEROID

ASTRONOMER
ATMOSPHERE

AURORA
BINARY STAR
BLACK HOLE

CONSTELLATION
CORONA
CRATER 

 DEEP SPACE
ECLIPSE
EQUINOX
GALAXIES
GALILEO
GRAVITY
HUBBLE
KEPLER

LIGHT YEAR
METEOR

MILKY WAY 

MOON
NEBULA
ORBIT

PARSEC
PERIGEE
POLARIS

PROXIMA CENTAURI
PULSARS
QUASARS
RED GIANT
SATELLITE 

 SOLAR SYSTEM
SOLAR WIND

SPACE SHUTTLE
SPACECRAFT

STARS
SUN

SUPERNOVA
TELESCOPE

TIDES
UNIVERSE

WHITE DWARF

https://www.puzzles.ca/wordsearch/astronomy.html

https://www.myhomeschoolmath.com/maze.html

Game Gamma
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Transformation

“You have to maintain a culture of transformation and stay true to your values.” – Jeff
Weiner

Transformation Quotes on Changing for the Better
by Amy Finn

“Real transformation requires real honesty. If you want to move forward, get real with
yourself.” – Bryant McGill

“Yes, your transformation will be hard. Yes, you will feel frightened, messed up, and
knocked down. Yes, you’ll want to stop. Yes, it’s the best work you’ll ever do.” – Robin

Sharma

“Transformation is a process, and as life happens there are tons of ups and downs.
It’s a journey of discovery—there are moments on mountaintops and moments in deep

valleys of despair.” – Rick Warren

Transformation in the world happens when people are healed and start investing in
other people.” – Michael W. Smith

“The key to our transformation is simply this: the better we know ourselves the
better equipped we will be to make our choices wisely.” – Gregg Braden

“Life and death are illusions. We are in a constant state of transformation.” – Alejandro
Gonzalez Inarritu

“Life is a moving, breathing thing. We have to be willing to constantly evolve. Perfection
is constant transformation.” – Nia Peeples

 “As the caterpillar undergoes transformation within the cocoon before emerging as a
butterfly; likewise, life experiences shape character.” – Lorna Jackie

 “Know that transformation sometimes begins with a fall. So never curse the fall.” –
Yasmin Mogahed

 “Transformation is my favorite game and in my experience, anger and frustration are
the results of you not being authentic somewhere in your life or with someone in your
life. Being fake about anything creates a block inside of you. Life can’t work for you

if you don’t show up as you.” – Jason Mraz

“Meditation is the process of transformation and beautification of the soul from a
leaf-eating caterpillar to a nectar-sipping butterfly. It grows with the wings of love and

compassion.” – Amit Ray

Quote Corner
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The northern white bat (Ectophylla americanus), also known
as the North American white bat, is a species of bat that
originally did not exist, but has since been created by SciiFii

and introduced throughout the rainforests, swamps,
forests, and open woodlands across North America to help
boost biodiversity. Like both its common name and specific
epithet suggest and like the Honduran white bat of Central
America, the northern white bat has bright white fur. The
tips of individual hairs are gray, with the grayish coloration

more pronounced towards the bat's posterior. Its wing
membranes are black. Its ears, tragi (the cartilaginous

projections in front of the ear openings), nose-leaf, and lips
are a bright, yellowish orange. Its yellow-orange pigmentation
is due to large concentrations of carotenoids, particularly

xanthophyll. Like the Honduran white bat, It constructs
"tents" out of understory plant leaves by strategically

cutting the leaf ribs with its teeth; it roosts in these tents
during the day. It is a generalist frugivore, unlike the

specialist Honduran white bat, consuming on many kinds of
fruits, including figs, oranges, apples, and among other

fruits. Females can likely become pregnant twice per year,
giving birth to one offspring at a time. The conservation

status of the northern white bat is Least Concern due to
successful conservation efforts, the northern white bat's

wide range and its tolerance to many of the human
activities.

Northern white bat (SciiFii)

Weighing at 1-2 kilograms, the fennec fox (or just fennec) is a
small nocturnal fox found in the Sahara of North Africa. It is

the smallest species of canid in the world. They’re really
awesome, and perfectly adapted for life in the desert.

 
Picture via National Geographic.
Picture via National Geographic.

Its unusually large ears serve a very well defined purpose –
they dissipate heat. Also, the fennec fox’s feet are very hairy,
and they act like snowshoes, protecting the animal from the
very hot sand. The fox’s feet are also effective shovels for

frequent digging.
 

Its fur is a cream color and fluffy, reflecting heat during the
day, but it’s also thick, so that it can keep warm during the
night. The fennec fox is a carnivore, eating rodents, insects,
birds, eggs and rabbits, but they are also predated by various

African varieties of eagle owl, and occasionally, caracals,
jackals and stripped hyenas.



Literary
Lowdown

'your words song' By: Katelyn Feldman 
Hope By: Katelyn Feldman
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Oh Lord of Mercy your word says that we
have been joined together by you and for you

and for those joined by God, let no one
separate us.

Your words are kind, generous, and loving.
Your words are prayers of a woman, I met
in my dreams. Your words are precious and
truthful. May my relationship with you be

bound together by your an ending love, I ask
to protect our relationship from attacks and
breakdown. Give us assistance that you are
always with us and are faithful to the end.

 
Your words Damn woman, I love you so much

your words could never express our
relationship has grown to this point, I’m asking
you to spend the rest of my life with you.

 
Those three seconds hit my heart before
she said yes that woman the woman of my
dreams said yes. I want the rest of my life

with you. 
Forever, will not be long enough 

Forever could never be long enough 
Forever is too short in this world
Time to make plans good plans 

With the people you love.

Your the one for me you caught my eye and
my heart sank. 

Your the one for me I feel it from my heart, 
Your my soul mate you opened my life up. 

You were born a loving women
Chores

Can’t have you as mine
My hope for you is great
Girl you drive my crazy

I’m hoping to have you as mine
There’s a tear in my eyes

As we have kids now I’m hoping they will have
your Grace and smile
You are my sunshine

Your the best part of my day
Your my queen even when I don’t say things

enough 
I thought that I could be ok on my own

Chores
As I look at our kids I smile because they have

you 
Every day your my soulmate 

Our family grows
Our love grows that little girl and boy opening
the fridge have taught me so much love and

laughter 
How much it all grows

How much your still my sunshine 
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I feel more love, more kisses,
The girl that you love will change your life, there isn’t

enough time to cherish in this world 
Do you know how much I love you, 

There was this girl that changed my world, not enough
time, can ever be spent, time slows down.

 
Chores 

Forever is not long enough 
Forever could never been enough

Never enough kisses
Never enough love

Love is contagious our love will cherish 
Love comes and it grows

Our day will not show every arguments and stressful time. 
There will only be happiness 

 
Chores

Forever can feel like nothing,
Forever can leave you wanting more time

As you say your Words before God 
Know loving you can never be enough

I’m always wanting to cherish love we will make

"Wedding Song" by: Katelyn
Feldman  



BY: ray miller
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The moon is still itself
The shattering glass is still dropping on the tile

The air is still as soft
The birds still call out their songs

New life still ruptures into its new world  

It is a wonderful snowy day.
On the snow, I walk and play.

Years ago, I used to ski.
Nowadays my heart wants to hide and flee.

Love the snow from the old days.
Beautiful starry at night that light the way.

Then, A beautiful transition from night to day.

snowy day BY:  eric eldh

What am I doing here today?
I went for a walk to get fresh air

Breathe fresh air
A bus ride

Went to the park- my favorite!
Visit the Spirit Club.

Taking a class, writing.
Learn from each other.

BY: tino leyba

I want our bandages
 

to be applied 
 

out of a love
 

Not a fear 
 

of a what if
 
 

An obligation 
 

is not to be
 

looked at
 

as kindness
 
 

The skin will grow back
 

Regardless
 

how many times
 

you’ll ask it not to

regrowth BY: LEA



Photography By: Daniel Maes Jr Visual
Vocations
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Writing
Rapture

Transformation is another word for being initiated. If you want to get a good lesson in initiation and transformation,
see the two versions of the miniseries called Roots, the 2016 version and the original one broadcast on TV in 1977.

Roots shows how a young man is initiated with difficult ceremonies, how his boyhood is ended and his manhood begins.
Young girls also go through initiation to become young women. Initiation is symbolic death of the boy and girl, and

their waking up to life as adults in their society. 
 

 WAKING UP: And so here is a little story to take you through a poetic journey of initiation using “waking up” as the
image of transformation and initiation—the ending of one period of life and the beginning of the next.

 
 You know, long ago the crowds went to Buddha, after he had gotten well-known, and asked him, “What are you?

Who are you? Are you a saint?  No. Are you a prince?  Not anymore. Are you a philosopher? No. Then who are you?”
People did the same thing with Jesus—“Who do you say you are?”

 
 The Buddha turned to them and said simply, “I am awake.” Every human is confronted with the question “Who am
I?” And so it is—a man or woman steps up to their initiations along life’s way. Or they may be forced to face their

initiation because of some crisis. For example they might get in trouble with drugs; they might get arrested for
something and they get knocked awake in jail; a parent might die and they have to grow up fast. Life throws them a

curve ball and they can’t go on the way they have been living. They are thrown into a whirlpool of life, and it is either
sink or swim.  

 
 And so it is—that before initiation there is a sleep, and a sleepwalking, and a cluelessness. And then a shock and then

a descent—a descent into the darkness, numbness, a wrestling, a writhing, a meeting with an unexpected dragon or
challenge—and something, or someone, or some part of me that I have taken for granted is taken away from me. I am

stripped down.
 

 If I step up to the challenge to transform, a door will open. A small light in the distance. A remarkable guide awaits. If
I step up to the challenge to change my life, two questions are put to me by my guide. “What is your vision of a new
life, and what is your mission to make your new life happen? Because I have been asleep in my unhealthy life, at first

there will be confusion and darkness as I work to transform my life, stop my unhealthy habits, etc.
 

 If I continue the journey of transformation, now follow ordeals, tests to pass, challenges to step up to and personal
work of a laborious and frightening nature.

 
 Then a vision, an answer, a light—the Sleeper Awakens, transformed. At last, the going home, the return—the

celebration, the vision, the mission, the service to my new self and to my people—the Sleeper Awakens. The
transformation has happened.

 
End
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By Art Panara

TRANSFORMATION—INITIATION—THE ENDING OF ONE
PERIOD OF LIFE AND THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT



Dreaming By : susan Dykstra

portal By : susan Dykstra

ANCESTORS By : TAJ ALI

Transfom By : katelyn feldman

Shapes of
Sculpture
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color swipe app art By :  keri eddi 

art By : aaron teehee



Comestible
Culinary

BY ;  TAJ ALI

HUNGARIAN MUSHROOM SOUP
( Back Street Bistro Recipe)

 
Servings:  4

 
12 oz. sliced fresh mushrooms

2 C chopped onions
4T butter
3T flour
1C milk

1/2t dill weed
1T Hungarian paprika (I used smoked paprika)

1T tamari
1t  salt

Pepper to taste
1/2C sour cream (room temperature)

2t fresh lemon juice
1/4C fresh chopped parsley

2C stock
 

Saute the onions in 2T butter.  Salt lightly.  Add
mushrooms, 1t dill, 1/2C stock, tamari, and paprika. 

 Cover and simmer 15 minutes.  Melt rest of butter in
a large saucepan.  Wish in flour and cook wisking a

few minutes.
Add milk, stirring frequently over low heat until thick. 

 Stir in mushroom mixture and remaining stock.
Cover and simmer 10 – 15 minutes.

Just before serving add salt, pepper, lemon juice, sour
cream and if desired extra dill.  Can serve garnished

with parsley.
 

( I found it needed more seasoning.)
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The first one is Wheel of Fortune 
The wheel of fortune is endlessly turning, spun by a  trickster god. What was once
luck was now misfortune, what was hopeless is now joyous. These acts seem to be

random but all fates are part of an interconnected web of repercussions 
 

Upright: Fortunate an unexpected windfall, karma, destiny, cycles, good fortune 

Clubhouse Chronicles Tarot Card
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     Submissions for the Clubhouse Chronicle must be emailed by:
August 17, 2022, for Vol. I Issue ll  
October 19, 2022, for Vol. I Issue lll 
December 14 for Vol. l Issue IV
February 14 for Vol. l Issue V  
April 19 for Vol. Issue VI
for consideration in the newsletter at clubhousecronicle@gmail.com
     For questions about submissions or general questions for the
Clubhouse Chronicle please email us at
clubhousecronicles@gmail.com.

Free GED and ESL (English as a
Second Language) classes for

adults
Santa Fe Community College

505.428.1356

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
505.983.8376

 for children  who need
another adult role model

Tratamiento Para Padres
505.988.1951

  En parte de Solace Trauma
Treatment Center

National Runaway Safeline
800.786.2929

Help for runaway teens and
their families

The Back Page

Clubhouse Chronicles BACK PAGE

SANTA FE COUNTY CONNECT
A Network for Health and Well-being

RESOURCE DIRECTORY
EMERGENCY and CRISIS HOTLINES
Police/Fire Department, Emergency 911

Adult Protective Services 1(866) 654-3219, (505) 476-4912
Crisis & Access Line, New Mexico 1(855) 662-7474

Crisis Response Hotline, Santa Fe (505) 820-6333, 1(888) 920-6333
Domestic Violence Hotline 1(800) 473-5220, (505) 473-5200

Landlord Tenant Hotline, New Mexico (505) 930-5666
LGBTQ Youth Crisis Line-Trevor Project 1(866) 488-7386

National Human Trafficking Hotline 1(888) 373-7888 or Text 233733
National Domestic Violence Hotline 1(800) 799-7233

National Hunger Hotline 1(866) 348-6479
National Runaway Safeline 1(800) 621-4000

National Teen Dating Abuse Hotline 1(866) 331-9474
New Mexico Suicide Prevention Hotline 1(866) 435-7166

Nurse Advice Hotline 1(877) 725-2552
Poison Center, New Mexico 1800) 222-1222

Rape Crisis Hotline (505) 986-9111 or 1(800) 721-7273
Sexual Violence & Other Traumas (505) 988-1951

Veterans Crisis Line 1(800) 273-8255
Warmlines & Non-Emergency - Reporting, Basic Information & Support

Abortion Information Hotline 1(800) 772-9100 or 1(877) 257-0012
CDC-Center for Decease Control Information Line 1(800) 232-4636

Christus St. Vincent Regional Medical Center (505) 913-3361
Crime Stoppers (Tip Line) (505) 955-5050 or Text Santa Fe to 274637

Drug Tip Hotline (505) 428-3737
Graffiti Hotline (505) 955-2255

HIV-HEP C & STD Testing & Treatment (505) 955-9454
Indian Hospital-Santa Fe Service Unit (505) 946-9282

NAMI- National Alliance on Mental Illness (Santa Fe) (505) 395-6204
NM Aging & Disability Resource Center 1(800) 432-2080

NM Coalition of Sexual Assault Programs 1(888) 883-8020
 or (505) 883-8020

NM Child Abuse & Neglect Reporting 1(855) 333-7233


